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POLITECT LINEA RESTAURO

New line of water-based compounds
for the cleaning of works of Art in the
field of Restoration and Conservation
of Monumental, Cultural and
Architectural Heritage.
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Before treatment

AVAILABLE PRODUCTS
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LINEA RESTAURO

POLITECT BASE®

POLITECT AMMONIO
CARBONATO®

POLITECT CITRATO®

POLITECT BIOCIDA®

Advantages

After treatment

New line of water-based
compounds for the cleaning of

works of Art in the field of
Restoration and Conservation of

Monumental, Cultural and
Architectural Heritage.

Furthermore, all products
increase contact time of the
chemicals to the substrates,
enhancing their cleaning
qualities.

Once dry, the film is easily
peelable as a single sheet,
without leaving any residue
and guaranteeing an
homogeneous removal of
dirt.

All products are
environmentally friendly
and not harmful for the end
user, because their active
ingredients are retained in
the polymeric film.

Ready to use.

Easy to apply with a
brush or spatula.

Synergic action of
mechanical and
chemical cleaning.

All surfaces can be
monitored during
treatment, thanks to
the film's transparency.

Easy to remove as a
single sheet, leaving no
residues.

Enhanced contact time
of the chemical agents
on the substrates.

Homogeneous cleaning
on a wide range of
surfaces.

Eco friendly and safe
products.

No soil pollution.

FOLLOW US ON

POLITECT BASE®
Mechanical cleaning of
stone,marble, gypsum,
terracotta and wood.
POLITECT CITRATO®
Enriched with ammonium
citrate tribasic (4%)
Mechanical and chemical
cleaning of stone surfaces.
POLITECT AMMONIO
CARBONATO®
Enriched with ammonium
carbonate (4 or 8%)
Mechanical and chemical
cleaning of stone surfaces
and wall paintings.
POLITECT BIOCIDA®
Enriched with benzalkonium
chloride (5%)
Mechanical and chemical
removal of biological
patinas.

For any additional information,

please visit our website!
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VISIBLE RESULTS

Treatment with Politect Biocida
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Politect Linea Restauro is a
new line of medium viscosity
water-based compounds,
fluid during application and
ready to use.

The simultaneous presence of
film forming polymers and
chemical additives performs
a mechanical and chemical
cleaning on a wide range of
surfaces.

All products allow the
surfaces to be monitored
during the cleaning process,
thanks to their transparency.


